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Get More Than “Just The Basics” …the Template

SoftGrid© from Microsoft® solves application compatibility and deployment issues with a highly technical solution.  Application 
Virtualization involves hooking into thousands of locations in the operating system.  And the intent of the SoftGrid solution is to make 
application deployment easier.

But sometimes, having good intentions isn’t enough.  In practice, SoftGrid has proved to be an awesome technology, but when it comes to 
deploying the solution out in the real world, there are some things missing that make application management more difficult than it could 
have been.

PimpMy | SoftGrid  from TMurgent Technologies has the missing links.  We went back to the basics, thoroughly analyzing the platform to 
determine what you need to pimp out your application deployments into a smoothly running machine.

Who Is TMurgent?

TMurgent was founded by Tim Mangan in 2002 right after he left 
Softricity, the company that developed SoftGrid before it was 
acquired by Microsoft in 2006.

As VP of Engineering at Softricity, Tim was responsible for the
building of the SoftGrid platform in 
2000          and 2001.  Later, as VP of 
Technology, Tim was involved with 
automating the Sequencing process 
and in training the first customers in 
the art of Sequencing.  

TMurgent was started to provide additional third party solutions 
to customers that were purchasing SoftGrid.  In addition to 
sequencing and training services, the company also produced 
software.  Most notable was TMuLimit, which solved CPU 
utilization issues in the Terminal Server environment.  TMuLimit
was sold to triCerat Software (the makers of ScrewDrivers©) and is 
now sold as Simplify Resources.

Today, TMurgent continues providing custom SoftGrid and 
Microsoft OS training in addition to creating out latest product, 
PimpMy | SoftGrid.

What is Pimp My SoftGrid?

PimpMy | SoftGrid is a management add-on for the SoftGrid 
Platform.  It provides some of the missing links:

• Customizations for management

• Customizations for performance

• Documented access to the SoftGrid database

• Diagnostics for when things are broken

•Different Views of deployment configuration

• The PIMPX transfer wizard for moving from test to production

• The Pimp Monitor, replacing the real-time monitor functions 
pulled from the product when Microsoft acquired it.
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Full Database Access

Pimping – What Is It?

Management Console Messages

Performance Tuning

Pimping is an American slang for customizing something you have.  
You can pimp-out a car, you can pimp-out your apartment or 
home.  Now, for the first time, you can pimp-out your SoftGrid!

What can you customize?  Let’s look at some examples.

Modify the messages 
that appear on the 
management console 
and in error logs.

If “Application has been 
shutdown through 
recovery process” 
doesn’t help you 
understand that a user 
initiated application 
recovery occurred then 
change it to something that does.

There are a bunch of tuning parameters hidden away in the 
database that you either never see, or only see when you are 
installing the product.

Should you use three cores, or two?  20 threads, or 50?  Pre-
allocate lots of memory or not?

PimpMy | SoftGrid shows you all the relevant hidden settings and 
tells you what they do.  Don’t let your installation be trapped in a 
generic install default.  Fine-tune your system to match your 
usage.

The SoftGrid Database isn’t publicly documented.  Microsoft does 
not intend for you to directly manipulate the data in there.  They 
expect you to constrain yourself to the Management Console to 
view or change settings in the database indirectly.  But you want 
more!

PimpMy | SoftGrid gives you a documented database schema.  It 
shows you tables that are created but are not used (often, these 
are obsolete tables that the installer still creates).  It organizes 
these tables into functional groups, such as Applications, or 
Licensing, or Reporting.  And it shows the relationships and 
dependencies between these tables.

PimpMy | SoftGrid also gives you a quick and easy access to these 
tables.  You still might use the SQL Manager when working with 
your production system, but chances are you didn’t install that on 
your test or Proof-Of-Concept server.

All Installed Files and Registry Components

PimpMy | SoftGrid also provides a chart documenting the 
location of all file and registry configuration settings used by 
any of the components – the Virtual Application Server, 
Management Server, Client, and Consoles.

One place to find everything you might need.
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Visibility

The first step in diagnosing a problem is having visibility to all the 
information available.  PimpMy | SoftGrid provides this visibility in 
several ways.

Documentation and raw access to the SoftGrid database.

Step-by-step diagnostics that perform the same actions taken by 
the server, showing you exactly where the problem is.

Real-time performance monitoring so you can see how many 
users and applications are in use by a server, and how it is 
performing against key system metrics.

What is a user supposed to see?

The SoftGrid 

Management

Console allows you

to assign

applications to

users, but no-where

can you view which

applications a user

is supposed to have

and how they are

to be deployed to

that user.

PimpMy | SoftGrid 
provides this important  
management view.

What is wrong?

SoftGrid gives users rather 
cryptic errors such as the 
one on the right.  Often, 
because the SoftGrid client 
is at the end of a long chain
of transactions, it really 
doesn’t know if the problem 
is one of  network
connectivity or somewhere
in the back, 
such as the
Database ,
Content, or
Active 
Directory
Servers.

Type the 
end-digits of 
an error code 
into this
dialog and 
get the best 
information 
available
anywhere
about this
error!  

PimpMy | SoftGrid 
pulls information from 
SoftGrid, but augments it with 
our own database with the meaning 
of these error codes, as well as searching
for the absolute latest information available in
the Microsoft Knowledge Base.
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The Application Deployment Process Production Maintenance and Support

Database Maintenance

The SoftGrid database is supposed to clean up after itself to 
ensure that old records do not consume too many resources.  This 
mechanism tends to work well on production servers, but does 
not function on MSDE or Sql Server Express installations that you 
might use on your test server.  In addition, the management 
console provides no access to information about how much space 
your data is using or means to trim the database information 
early.

PimpMy | SoftGrid adds these missing features to your SoftGrid 
implementation.

The most successful companies using SoftGrid have a well defined 
set of processes and procedures (“Best Practices” being the 
current hip term for this) that they have put in place.

These processes often focus on ensuring reliability for application 
access to the end users.  This will include a test environment in 
addition to the production environment.  It will detail how and 
when applications move from one environment to another.  A 
good set of processes will also detail how applications are retired.

PimpMy | SoftGrid helps you build more repeatable, and less 
error prone processes.  The PIMPX transfer wizard helps you to 
errorless automate the transfer of tested applications into the 
production environment.  This ensures that all the changes you 
make on the Test Server, from licensing to file-type-associations, 
to user group assignments (when applicable) can be seamlessly 
exported from the test server to production (or from your main 
production server to a branch office server).  Test Server specific 
settings (such as a server-name) may also be modified 
automatically via the PIMPX Transfer Wizard.

PimpMy | SoftGrid augments the SoftGrid Management Console to 
provide several forms of maintenance and support.

Package Drilldown

Once you import a package, the management console no longer 
provides you a view of what applications are part of a package.  
PimpMy | SoftGrid adds in a package oriented view that extends all 
the way out to applications, ODS and Icon files, File Type 
Associations, and users assigned to these applications.

User Drilldown

This view shows what applications are assigned and enabled to a 
given user, as well as file type associations and where the shortcuts 
should appear on the client when logged in.

Package Verification

This wizard tests all assets and settings associated with a package to 
help you locate and correct typos on file folders and names.

Sequence

Test

Deploy

Retire
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Real-time Monitoring of Virtual Application Servers

Locate Badly Behaving Applications

View Active Application Sessions

Summary

Without PimMy | SoftGrid you are blind to current system 
performance.   You cannot determine the scalability of your 
systems unless you know how many concurrent user connections 
are in use.  PimpMy | SoftGrid provides these three key missing 
management pieces.  

First, a real-time monitor showing you how many users and how 
many connections (CCS) are on the server at this time.  It also 
shows you how the server is operating against the three key 
performance bottlenecks for a Virtual Application Server, CPU, 
Memory, and Bandwidth.

Second is a real-time report of active users and applications they 
have open.

Third is a historical report of applications that did not terminate 
cleanly.  Use this to investigate issues that your users may not be 
complaining about yet.
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What is PimpMy | SoftGrid?

PimpMy | SoftGrid is a software add-on that completes your SoftGrid environment.  This software comes with two components, one for 
the Management Server and one for the Virtual Application Server. 

PimpMy Web Service

The Management Interface is an ASP.NET application that runs on 
the same IIS server that is housing your SoftGrid Management 
Service.  Rather than a separate service and console, as is done in 
SoftGrid, we have integrated these two components so that you 
can manage via PimpMy using a standard web browser.

PimpMy Monitor Agent

The Real-Time monitor agent is a windows service that is installed 
alongside the Virtual Application Service.  It provides the real-time 
reporting information that is needed by the PimpMy web service.

Although not in the current release, we have plans to share this 
agent real-time information with other management platforms 
you may have in your environment.

PimpMy | SoftGrid is licensed to be fare to both small and large SoftGrid implementations.  There is a license for each Web Service and 
another for each Monitor Agent.  This corresponds to each SoftGrid Management Server and each SoftGrid Virtual Application Server 
installed, including test servers.

Note that this licensing scheme does not consider which SoftGrid client you are using (Terminal Services or Desktop), nor the number of 
users, either named or concurrent.  This keeps it simple so you can more accurately understand cost.

The first 6 months of software maintenance is included in the purchase price.  After that a simple yearly maintenance fee will keep you up-
to-date for maintenance and minor feature changes.  If a major release of the product comes out, you will be eligible for upgrade pricing 
for the new release as long as you are current on your maintenance.

Product support is provided on an email basis for all customers with a valid maintenance contract.

Contact us today at sales@tmurgent.com, or give us a call at (+1) 781-492-0403

Pricing and Support

mailto:sales@tmurgent.com
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